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Foot bath Therapy 
Background: Foot bath therapies and treatments have been around for many years, targeting many types of 

infections. Some of the more common uses for this type of therapy are fungal infections and bacterial 

infections. Wound treatment foot baths are becoming more popular because of the effectiveness the foot 

bath provides for the wound itself, but also helps treat infections stemming from the bone in the foot. With 

our foot bath therapies or treatments, our pharmacy uses commercial products and drugs that are covered by 

most prescription insurance plans. 

Benefits:  

♦ Most products are covered under patient’s prescription insurance carrier, making the patient’s 

responsibility more affordable. 

♦ All foot bath therapies and treatments are topical which takes out the worry of drug-to-drug 

interactions or harmful side effects that are possible with oral medications. 

♦ Most foot bath treatments are designed for one-time daily use, usually over a period of 10-20 minutes. 

Other forms of treatment may require using 3-4 times daily. 

♦ Our pharmacy staff will work with insurance to find the most cost-effective treatment possible to meet 

the patient’s individual needs. 

♦ Our pharmacy offers therapies and treatments designed to target fungal infections, bacterial 

infections, wound treatments, and pain management.  

♦ Foot bath treatments have shown to be more effective than the use of oral medications in most cases 

because of concentrating all the medications directly to the affected area(s). 

Disadvantages:  

♦ Some treatments may require up to 2 times daily use, making it inconvenient at times to comply to get 

the best results possible. 

♦ Not all insurance plans cover the required medications written by the prescriber, but Watson Rx 

Solutions is willing to work with the patient to help make the treatment affordable. Patients without 

medication insurance or patient’s with high deductibles will always get the best pricing possible 

through our cash program, giving each patient different options to choose from to get the best 

outcome for the desired treatment.  

 


